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Assignment 1 



Building Envelope 

This photo was 
taken at my best 
friend angelicas 
house. Walls, 
doors, windows 
floors and ceiling 
are components of 
building envelope. 
In this picture I 
have labeled the 
components in 
which are visible.  
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Building Layers 

This picture is taken 
at a job site my 
father is working on 
“solving” for the 
Blancos family 
located on 102 ave 
and 62 st. The sky 
level in inaccessible. 
The near-surface 
level has a balcony, 
as seen in the 
picture and the 
surface level is the 
easiest accessible 
layer of them all. 
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Energy Star 

This picture was 
taken at Best Buy. 
It is a energy 
efficient  washing 
machine.  



UL Listed 

This picture was 
taken at Blanco’s 
home. The home is 
under construction 
but I noticed this 
UL listed air 
conditioning unit.  



Incremental Pavement 

This picture is 
taken at the 
Blancos home, The 
brick used is 
incremental 
pavement. 



Plenum 

The plenum seen 
in this photo is at 
Bernie Navarros 
home,  another 
client of my father.  



Service Core 

This is my house’s 
“service core” 
containing the 
electrical box for 
all the distribution 
of electricity 
switches and the 
water heater. 



Metabolic Rate 

This picture was 
taken at Yogurt 
land with my best 
friend Ian. It shows 
that I has a women 
can only eat one 
cup of yogurt and 
gain weight while 
Ian can eat two an 
be not gain 
anything. See the 
smile? 



Accessible (doorway) 

This picture was 
taken at the 
borders on US-1. 
It’s the bathroom 
door showing that 
it is handicap 
accessible.  



Ultraviolet & Infrared Radiation 

The sun is the 
source of UV an IR. 
I took this picture 
while waking 
around Indian 
Hammocks Park. 



Photovoltaic  Panels 

In this picture are 
solar panel 
outdoor lights 
which I believe are 
the same 
photovoltaic 
panels. Their just 
tiny versions.  



Assignment 2 



Lintel 

A lintel is a 
horizontal support 
of timber, stone, 
concrete, or steel 
across the top of a 
door or window. 
They had to use a 
lintel in order to 
have this window 
opening due to the 
loads on the 
second floor of the 
mall above it.   



Pilaster 

This picture was 
taken outside of 
forever 21. A 
pilaster is a non-
structure column 
used for decoration.  



Load Bearing Wall 

This was taken in 
my jobs stock 
room. I noticed the 
concrete block and 
realized it had to 
be a load bearing 
wall. There is a 
huge restaurant 
and bowling alley 
above, with 
constitutes to a lot 
of live and dead 
loads for our walls 
to hold up. 



Live Load 

Everything item of 
merchandise and 
human beings that 
go into my job, like 
myself, are live 
loads 



Fenestration 

A fenestration is 
the arrangement of 
windows (or  doors) 
on the elevations of 
a building. This 
picture was taken 
outside at what use 
to be Dan Marino’s 
(it closed down just 
last week) 

 



Screen Blocking style CMU 

This is decorative 
concrete block. 
This was taken at a 
church on 32nd 
avenue between 
US1 and Coral 
Way.   



Running Bond 

Running block is a 
run of bricks. These 
are used 
structurally as 
supporting column 
at the CVS on the 
corner of Sunset Dr 
and 58th Ave 



Expansion Joint 

Though I couldn’t 
find terrazzo 
flooring I found at 
the colonnade 
hotel off miracle 
mile and Ponce De 
Leon Ave they had 
marble floors with 
a brass expansion 
joint  



Exit Stairs 

These exit stairs 
are right across 
from the ticket 
booth for AMC 
theatres at sunset 
place where they is 
always a large 
congregation on 
people.  



Balustrade 

This was taken at 
the Colonnade. 
The balustrade is 
the vertical 
elements between 
the railing and its 
base.  



Tread Depth and Riser Height 

This is take at 
Sunset Places 
main stair case. 
The riser height is 
6 inches and the 
tread depth is 12. It 
does meet min. 
requirements 



Hydraulic Elevator Cab 

Hydraulic elevators 
are used for only 2 
story building. This 
particular elevator 
at sunset place 
only for two stories 



Elevator Signals (Call button) 

The call button 
meets  ADA 
requirement being 
41 inches above 
the ground 



Elevator Signals (raised Braille) 

The Braille is 5’-0 
above the gorund 
making it 
compliant with 
ADA code. 



Elevator Signals 

The hall lantern is 
directly to the right 
of extended arm. It 
is the long 
rectangular shape 
almost flush with 
the top of the 
elevator door. This 
lights up whenever 
the elevator stops 
at each floor. 



Gray Water 

Gray water is 
waste water. This is 
a in my kitchen. 
When you wash 
the dishes the 
waste water goes 
down through 
those pipes and 
“away” 



Potable Water 

This water 
fountain that I’m 
drinking water 
from is my source 
of potable water. 



Branch Supply Line 

This it taken at a 
job site of my 
fathers this are 
two branch supply 
lines.  



Shuttoff Valve 

This was taken at 
my jobs bathroom. 
The shutoff valve 
turns on and off 
the towel if 
needed to.  



P-Trap 

Also at my job, The 
p-trap is the 
protective cap for 
if handicapped 
customers use our 
restrooms (we 
don’t let customers 
use our restrooms) 
they wont burn 
their legs.  



Solid Waste Collection Area 

The dumpster in 
the loading dock 
area of the Sunset 
Place mall. It smell 
rancid all the time 
and there's 
cockroaches and 
rats.  



Commercial Sink 

This is taken in 
Panera Bread. I 
have become 
friends with the 
manager due to it 
being right next to 
my job and I’m 
there all the time.  



Interesting Public restroom layout 

This is taken at 
Nordstrom at 
Merrick. I like that 
there are separate 
rooms within the 
same bathroom for 
all women. I also 
liked that mothers 
could almost park 
their strollers in 
one area so they 
cane comfortably 
feed their babies in 
another.  



Interesting Public Restroom 
Design Feature 

This is at the 
restroom in 
Neiman Marcus at 
Merrick. I liked that 
there was a cut out 
in the wall to put 
things like purses, 
water bottles etc. 
instead of having 
to hang it on the 
back of the door.  



Unique Lavatory 

This lavatory was 
interesting 
because they has 
built ins that hide 
plumbing and the 
trash. At Neiman 
Marcus. 



Aesthetically Pleasing but not 
functional 

In the first floor 
bathroom at 
Nordstrom. These 
accessories are 
aesthetically 
pleasing but they 
serve just that 
purpose. They 
aren't functional. 



Does Not Meet ADA Code 

This is at The Colonnade 
Hotel. They did not have 
one stall that could meet 
ADA requirements for 
people in wheelchairs. This 
stall was the only one with a 
bar and only measured 
about 3’-0”. Even if it was 
“grandfathered “ in they 
still should have been 
forced to change it.  



Tankless Water Heater 

This is the tankless 
water heater in my 
home.  



Recycling Waste Collection Area 

In this picture are 
solar panel 
outdoor lights 
which I believe are 
the same 
photovoltaic 
panels. Their just 
tiny versions.  



Assignment 3 



Convenience Receptacle  

 



Floor Outlet 

This floor outlet seems 
to be a duplex. It was 
used to power the 
computers in the 
computer library at 
MDC . Now they have a 
alternative way in 
which I  was able to find 
out.  



GFCI Outlet 

This picture was taken  
in a bathroom at my 
friends house. Its 
purpose is to save your 
life and prevent 
electrical shock. They 
are typically found in 
bathrooms or in 
kitchens where there is 
water near by. 



Outlet that requires 240 volts 

Few appliances which 
use mainly electronic 
components require a 
240 volt plug outlet for 
everyday homeowner 
use.  

240 volt outlet plugs are 
very large and are 
intended for use with 
large appliances . This 
outlet in  particular is 
for my friends stove  
 
 
 
 
 

 



Electrical Panel 

This electrical panel is 
located in my neighbors 
kitchen. It is a common 
area to see these 
located in. 



Sconce 

This sconce is in the 
medical arts building at 
Baptist Hospital. It 
meets ADA code 
because it does not 
stick out more the 4 
inches 



Junction box (j-box) 

The metal square is a 
junction box. It is where 
wires go to live when 
they are joined 
together for light 
fixtrues 



Switches: Programmable,  
Slide Dimmer & Rocker Place 
In this picture in my 
neighbors kitchen it 
shows a slide dimmer 
on the far left and the 
rest are all rocker 
plates. The types of 
switches are 
appropriate for the 
space because it gives 
them multiple options 
of light quality 



Glare 

The Delano had a 
horrible case of glare 
due to the all white 
finishes and tons of 
natural lighting. Light 
bounced off every 
surface, hurting your 
eyes as soon as you 
open the door from the 
dark hallway. 



Daylighting 

Daylight is used 
effectively in the Studio 
space giving tons of 
natural light to properly 
see materials and do 
your projects. It brings 
live into the space 
because the inhabitants 
have a direct 
relationship with the 
world outside 



Daylight Control 

Blinds are a very 
common use of daylight 
control. They can be 
used to block it 
completely, like in this 
picture . The can also be 
moved to direct the 
natural like in different 
directions when opened 



Luminaire 

A luminaire with a 
transformer is a light, 
like this fluorescent 
light that has s built in 
transformer to give it 
electricity with out a 
bunch of wires 



LED 

 



Levels of lighting: Ambient, Task 
& Accent 
Taken in my home.  

Ambient lighting is over 
head lighting 

Task is typically a table 
lamp 

And accent lighting is 
decorative lighting 



Color Quality 

In this picture it doesn’t 
show that this light 
fixture has cool color 
quality. In person the 
light has a very cool 
white color tone to it.  



Occupancy Sensor 

 



Emergency Lighting Fixture 

In a commercial 
building like this it is 
common to see 
multiple fluorescent 
lights. During a 
emergency if some of 
the lights there will 
always be a select few 
that will stay on so the 
inhabitants of the space 
can see their way out of 
the building 



Public Restroom 

This restroom is in 
Baptist hospital. The 
lighting was 
inappropriate because 
it was too dark to fully 
see yourself .  



Home Appliance 

Refrigerators take up 
the most electricity in a 
home next to the 
aircondtioning.  



Data Outlet 

This data outlet is 
located at MDC. Used 
for the computers. Each 
computer has a data 
outlet and it is mounted 
to the back of a desk 



Generates its own electricity on 
site 
This picture is taken in 
Epcot, a theme park in 
Walt Disney World. The 
Universe of Energy 
attraction has 
photovoltaic panels on 
its roof to generate its 
own electricity. They 
were installed in 1982 
and are still going 
strong.  



Individual user metering 

Apartments have 
individual user meters. 
Each one controls there 
own air conditioning. 
Each building has its 
own metering room for 
all the apartments. I 
could not get into the 
room.  



Storage for spent fluorescent 
lamps 
Home Depot has a 
recycling bin for spent 
fluorescent lights . They 
did not want to show 
me were the took all of 
them when this bin was 
filled. 



Assignment 4 



Assignment 5 



An Area of Refuge 

This is and fire exit 
stair case in Sunset 
Place Mall. This 
spot on the landing 
has the largest 
area therefore 
would most likely 
be the are of 
refuge for this 
space. 



Fire Exit Hardware 

The Hardware on 
this door is the Fire 
Exit Hardware. 
Located in front of 
the AMC ticket 
booth at Sunset 
Place Mall. 



Wire Glass 

This wire glass Is 
located in the exit 
stairs of the Sunset 
Place Parking 
Garage on the 
ground floor.  



Y-Shape Siamese Standpipe 

This Y-shaped 
Siamese  
standpipe is 
located behind the 
Win-Dixie in  the TJ 
Maxx Plaza on 72nd 
St and 117th Ave 



Components of a Means of Egress  

The top picture 
shows Exit Access. 
The bottom left 
shows the Exit 
itself. Lastly the 
bottom right 
picture shows the 
Exit Discharge. 
Located in Sunset 
Place Mall 



NFPA 260 and/or UFAC Class 1 rated  

This upholstery 
fabric is UFAC1 
rated  



Annunciator panel  

This Annunciator 
panel is located in 
the stock room of 
Z Gallerie.  



Echoes are present 

In the fire stairs in 
Sunset place the 
Echoes were 
enormous. All the 
surfaces were cold 
and hard creating a 
perfect place for 
sound to bounce.  



Sound is Effectively Absorbed by 
the Materials  

In Z Gallerie  there 
are a ton of 
surfaces that 
absorb sound. Due 
to the large 
amount of 
upholstered 
furniture in the 
space sound does 
not have much 
room to bounce 
around.  Located in 
Z Gallerie 



Acoustically Transparent Surface.  

The glass windows 
and door are a 
acoustical because 
in the store the 
music is very loud 
but from the 
outside you do not 
here it at all. 
Located in front of 
the new EXPRESS  
store at Sunset 
Place 



Sound Masking Device  

Playing music  in 
stores are used as 
sound masking 
devices so that 
people feel more 
comfortable 
speaking and not 
feeling like 
everyone can here 
there 
conversation. 
Located in Z 
Gallerie 



Floor Finish that Cushions Impact 
Noises but also Reflects Sound  

Wood floors 
cushion impact 
noises far more 
then tile 
applications but 
because it is still a 
hard surface rather 
then carpet it does 
reflect sound. 
Located in Z 
Gallerie 



Floor Finish that Absorbs Sound.  

Carpet is a floor 
finish that absorbs 
sound. This is 
located in Game 
Time at Sunset 
place where it is 
very loud and filled 
with screaming 
children. Carpet is 
the best 
application of a 
location like this to 
help absorb sound 



Material with an NRC Rating  

Carpet is a very 
common material 
to have a NRC 
rating. Most 
common rating is 
.15-.20 



Material that has Lost its 
Absorptive Qualities  



An installed ceiling finish that absorbs sound 
within a room but does not reduce the passage of 
noise from room to room through a ceiling or wall.  

 



 

An acoustical cloud panel or an 
acoustical canopy  
 

 



 
Flanking Paths  
 
 

Sound travels 
through the A/C 
duct work above 
the stockroom 
door and is 
released in the 
employee break 
room. I have heard 
many interesting 
conversations 
during my lunch 
break from 
customers and 
employees.  



 
Plumbing and Mechanical System 
Noise  
 
 
 

In the hallway from 
the sales floor to 
the stockroom of Z 
Gallerie you can 
hear the A/C, Toilet 
flushing and 
people washing 
there hands in the 
employee 
bathroom.  



 
Speech Privacy is Compromised  
 
 
 
 

In the studio 
speech privacy is 
compromised due 
to the open space 
plan , high ceilings, 
and hard surfaces 
there is nothing 
that really absorbs 
sound and you can 
hear people talking 
from the other end 
of the floor.  



 
Horizontal Exit  
 
 
 
 
 

This is a horizontal 
exit. It takes you 
from the ground 
floor of the garage 
in Sunset place to 
the middle of the 
mall or vice versa. 
Incase of 
emergency this 
could be a way to 
escape.  



 
Means of Egress that is Obstructed  
 
 
 
 
 
 

This means of 
Egress in the 
stockroom of Z 
Gallerie is always 
obstructed. On  
this morning it 
wasn’t too bad but 
many of days you 
have to climb over 
boxes and pillows 
to get all the way 
to the end. I have 
tripped many 
times getting 
merch.   



 
Two-Door Sound Lock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This picture was 
taking outside of 
the Outback in 
South Miami. 
Unfortunately it 
was closed but we 
were ale to put the 
camera lens 
directly on the 
exterior door 
window and show 
the 2 door sound 
lock.  


